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"For women to be equal in creating and developing the new technology businesses, products, and services that shape our world, ensuring technology works for all."

@Tech_She_Can #TechSheCan
What we do

Tech We Can inspirational and inclusive cross-curricular free schools’ resources for boys and girls
  Connecting passions to STEM careers
  Changing perceptions of tech roles
  Showcasing predominantly relatable women role models
  National volunteer ‘champion’ scheme

Making pathways visible
Creating and hosting immersive ‘behind the scenes’ career insights days with strategic partners for girls pre-GCSE Options

Women-friendly apprenticeships for all career stages
Our collective #zerowastelevy ambition #wastenotsurplus
Why is this important?

- Everything we do for students aims to help support and prepare them to have a happy and successful future.
- The children can’t aspire to be what they don’t know exists.
- The computing curriculum and use of technology in schools has made significant developments over the past few years but the world of work and technology is rapidly advancing.
- A large percentage of the students we teach today will be graduating and working in jobs which don’t even exist yet.
- No matter the future or career path the children choose, technology will play a significant role in all aspects of their lives.
- Rather than simply be users of technology, we need a diverse range of children aspiring to be the designers and creators of technology.
- Children need to see how technology relates to their existing passions and hobbies.
Tech We Can

Through our award-winning Tech We Can resources, we are educating, equipping and inspiring young people - especially girls - to study technology subjects and choose a career in technology.

63,000 children directly reached since March 2022
Tech We Can

Animations
Global award-winning animated lessons, sponsored by our members

On-demand Video lessons
11 cross-curricular video lessons

Lesson Packs
14 downloadable lesson packs

Virtual Assemblies
Live (virtual) assemblies delivered en masse to schools across the UK

After School Club
Unique 'behind the scenes' deep-dive into member organisations and their tech roles

Volunteering Opportunities
Volunteers trained and placed into classrooms to inspire the next generation
Tech We Can: Inclusive to all but female friendly

Highlight examples of STEAM ‘for good’ - females gravitate towards these roles

Young, relatable and diverse role models

Highlight pathways into STEAM roles - including without the need for a degree

Encourage the male allies of the future. Not always necessary to separate the students

Relate STEAM to different hobbies and passions

Start as early as possible

Promote flexibility of roles
Tech We Can
Our impact

Changing perceptions, inspiring and making tech roles visible
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Our impact
calling perceptions, inspiring and making tech roles visible
Collaboration is our superpower. We are designing our future, together.

Tech She Can is a charity, registered in England: registration no. 1195284.